This system was designed in its entirety to control all of the home-owner’s technology systems with any iPad or iPhone from inside or outside the home. The system offers full control of the **audio and video systems** including the **whole house music system**, all **televisions**, **cable boxes**, and sources. In addition, it controls the **security system** and has the flexibility to add **lighting**, **HVAC**, **video surveillance** and more, at a later date. The Savant System allows the user an upgrade path for the future, saving the user money by not having to invest in a separate system down the road.

**ADDITIONAL RESIDENTIAL SERVICES**
- Whole House Audio
- Multi-Room Music
- Home Theater
- Lighting Automation
- Home Security
- Climate Control

**LEARN MORE**
If you would like to learn more about how ECSI’s residential team can design and install the technology for your home, call or email Kevin Craft at 612-280-7975 or kcraft@ecsillc.com.

**CASE STUDY: “SMART HOME” WITH FULL AUTOMATION**

**SAVANT SMART HOST SYSTEM**
ECSI used Savant Systems Smart Host System in the 2015 Luxury Home Tour in Minneapolis to deliver a “Smart Home” with complete automation.

**OVERVIEW OF PRODUCTS IN SMART HOME**
The Smart Home features a complete 8-zone whole house music system using the following equipment:

- **Savant Smart Host**: With built-in control ports to connect both smart and standard devices, the new Smart Host is the ideal foundation for most homes.

- **Savant SSA-4012 Audio Matrix**: The SSA-4012 offers 12 zones of high-performance pre-amplification, including independent control of volume, balance, bass and treble along with a 7-band equalizer.

- **Savant Amp 2000 - 16 Channel Amplifier**: Ultra-efficient amplifier delivers 16 channels of reliable, affordable, feature-rich amplification rated at 40 watts per channel (WPC) at 8 ohms.

- **Savant SMS-001A Music Server**: Single-source audio digital player providing instant access to your entire music collection and popular Internet media services including Pandora and iTunes.

- **Savant SSC-0012 Smart Controller**: Provides control, automation and expansion of third-party devices. Pairing the SmartControl 12 with a Savant Smart Host provides a cost-effective entry level wired control solution.

- **Paradigm CS-60R Speakers**: Bezel free aesthetic delivers invisibility! Great sound, but out of sight which is exactly the point of custom!

- **Watt Box WB-600-IPVCE-12 Surge Protection**: The ultimate surge protection and power conditioning solution.

- **Omnimount 18U Rack**: A cost-effective and fully assembled AV rack enclosure that provides a clean installation look and organization for multiple audio and video component.

- **GE Security Automation Module**: Allows you to connect compatible, Interactive Services automation devices.

- **AirPort Extreme Base Station**: Fully Wired and Wireless Networking Systems using the intelligent, easy-to-use AirPort Extreme Base Station with simultaneous dual-band support that offers next-generation Wi-Fi technology.